Clouds and climate in the high Arctic
To enhance our understanding of clouds in the Arctic climate system the project Arctic
Summer Cloud Ocean Study (ASCOS) left Longyearbyen on Svalbard in early August 2008
on the Swedish icebreaker Oden, heading for the central Arctic Ocean. The plan was to spend
as much time as possible in the central Arctic pack ice, drifting with the ice while taking
detailed observations of processes determining the formation and life-cycle of clouds. The
concept of the expedition was born already in 2003 and now it was suddenly happening!
Without understanding how cloud form and dissipate, we have no hope of understanding
climate itself. This is especially true in the Arctic; the presence of clouds and their optical
properties are the single most important factor in controlling the surface energy balance, in
turn determining the melting or freezing of the Arctic Ocean perennial sea-ice. It is especially
difficult to understand how clouds respond to a changing climate and how this response itself
will then again affect the climate – this is called the “climate feedback”, a major source of
uncertainty in climate science [Figure 1]. In the summer Arctic cloud formation occurs under
natural pristine conditions with very
little impact from man-made pollution. Our understanding on how this
system function is very limited, due a
paucity of observations from the
central Arctic. This is to a large extent
due to difficulties in performing
observations here. We have found indications of links between cloud droplet formation and marine biogenic
production of the tiny particles cloud
drops form on. This marine biology
has a peak in summer when solar radiation is available and the melting of
ice liberates nutrition frozen into the
ice. This makes the late summer and
Figure 1. Schematic of the cloud effects and feedbacks in
the early autumn freeze-up a target
the central Arctic climate system.
period for ASCOS.
Climate changes faster in the Arctic than elsewhere and a main feature where this is obvious
is the rapidly decreasing area of the summer ice. Part of the Arctic Ocean sea ice melts every
summer and the melted area, with a maximum in September, has increased dramatically over
the last decades. While the our goal is to be able to improve our modeling of clouds in the
Arctic climate system, to provide better decision support for policy makers and politicians,
one cannot model what one does not understand. A purpose of ASCOS is to provide
observations that will facilitate such understanding.
To understand cloud formation a number of scientific specialties are needed, therefore
ASCOS is genuinely interdisciplinary. Temperature and moisture conditions – the weather must be right thus meteorologists are needed. But even with optimal meteorological
conditions, formation of the droplets or ice crystals that make up a cloud requires the presence
of tiny airborne particles, so-called aerosols. Understanding how these form and affect the
optical properties of the clouds requires experts on atmospheric chemistry and on the physics
and chemistry of the aerosol. Over summer Arctic pack ice, natural particles originating from
sea or ice algae, bacteria, and viruses in the open water between ice floes are important for
cloud formation. To study these processes requires marine chemists and biologists. To study
the effects on the interface between the ice and the upper ocean requires oceanography. And

most importantly, to integrate all this and
estimate the climate feedbacks, all scientists
from the different disciplines have to communicate; this is what ASCOS is all about.

Figure 2. Track of ASCOS, the insert showing the
ice drift

The observations in ASCOS covered a column
from 400 meters into the ocean, up through the
troposphere; the lowest 8-12 km of the
atmosphere where clouds and weather occurs.
We aimed to sample during the end of the
summer melt into the start of the autumn freeze
up. On the way to the central Arctic Ocean we
also stayed a few days in the open ocean south
of the ice edge and in the so called “marginal
ice zone” – where the pack ice meets the open
ocean; ASCOS track is shown in [Figure 2].

A requirement for our fieldwork was
finding solid ice to moor of the icebreaker to allow work on the ice. This
was to minimize the contamination by
the presence of the icebreaker itself on
our samples. As we progressed up
through the first days of pack ice, we
encountered relatively thick ice, but
with plenty of melt ponds affecting the
integrity of the ice [Figure 3]; many and
deep melt ponds caused the ice to break
easily. We also had periods of vigorous
weather, somewhat unusual in summer.
As we got north of N87˚, we started to
encountered stronger ice and we found
“our ice floe” on the 12th of August; a 3
x 5 km large relatively solid ice floe
with a sturdy outside corner to moor
Oden to [Figure 4]. This is an important
aspect of ASCOS as we need to be able
to turn Oden to always face into the
wind, to minimize sampling of its
exhaust. It took us a few days before the
ice camp was deployed, complicated by
strong winds, making it difficult to erect
the meteorological masts. We remained Figure 3. Oden in a large ice floe with many melt ponds.
anchored to this ice floe until early on Most of the dark areas are ponds of fresh water from
the morning of the 2nd of September, melted snow on the ice; only a few of the darkest and
when the return journey towards largest areas are open ocean.
Svalbard started; the “ice camp” thus lasted almost three weeks. During our stay floe we first
had some 10 days of typical melting conditions; air temperatures near or slightly above zero
and plenty of low clouds. Snow that fell during a storm that went through the first day on the
ice filled many melt ponds with slush that never quite melted. Although the melt ponds
remain dark and wet, open freshwater on the surface was limited. This melt period was

followed by a period with intermediate conditions; temperatures between -3 to -1˚C which is
below freezing, recall however that sea water in the Arctic freezes at about -1.8 ˚C. From
around the 29th of August, the start of the autumn freeze-up became very evident and as we
left the temperature had fallen to well below -10 ˚C and no open water was present anywhere
around us. Our goal to be there for the late summer melt and into the early freeze-up was thus
fulfilled. The trip back out through the pack ice back to Svalbard was easier than expected and
allowed two more research stations, in the MIZ and the open ocean, before coming into the
fjord off Longyearbyen again early in the morning of the 9th of September.
ASCOS was a great success.
We monitored the vertical
structure of the atmosphere
and the ocean below the ice,
with both in-situ and remote
sensing instruments. We
monitored the structure and
phase of precipitation and
clouds and the energy fluxes
at the surface. We also had
comprehensible sampling of
chemical and physical properties of aerosols in a specially built laboratory on
Oden’s 4th deck; atmospheric trace gases were also
Figure 4. Oden anchored in the pack ice to the ice floe where
sampled here. Excitingly,
ASCOS stayed for almost three weeks, drifting with the ice.
micro-gel precursors to
aerosols were abundant both in the so-called ocean micro-layer, the uppermost ocean surface
water, and also in the fog water. The bubbles that bring these from the water into the air were
also abundant. We brought back large amounts of unique data on such aspects as multi-phase
clouds and related aerosol properties, and links between aerosols and the marine biology that
will keep us busy for years.

Swedish summary
Projektet ”Arctic Summer Cloud-Ocean Study”, ASCOS, tillbringade 40 dagar i augusti och
tidiga september ombord på isbrytaren Oden i central Arktis, för att förbättra vår förståelse för
hur moln bildas i Arktis. Expeditionen startade i Longyearbyen på Svalbard 1 augusti och
återvände till samma plats 9 september. Den centrala delen av expeditionen, som blev en stor
framgång, bestod av en tre veckor lång isdrift, då Oden förankades till och drev med ett 3x5
km stor isflak. Mätningar från ~400 m ned i havet och upp genom hela troposfären (de första
8-12 km of atmosfären där moln och väder förekommer) genomfördes då, från Oden, från
isen och med helikopter.
Syftet med ASCOS är att tillhandahålla data som gör det möjligt att bättre modellera moln i
klimatmodeller för Arktis. Dessa moln är av största vikt för energibalansen vid ytan och
därmed för smältning och frysning av havsisen. Vi har i Arktis funnit att de små luftburna
partiklar som varje droppe eller iskristall måste bildas på under sommaren oftast kommer från
biologiska processer i det öppna vattnet mellan de smältande isflaken. För att förstå hur detta
går till, och vilka konsekvenser ett ändrat klimat kan ha på dessa processer, är ASCOS med
nödvändighet tvärvetenskapligt, och samlar experter i marin biologi och kemi, oceanografi,
atmosfärkemi, aerosolfysik och kemi samt meteorologi.

